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Communication Engineering

Electronic Test Instruments
Electronic Test Instruments: Analog and Digital Measurements, Second Edition
offers a thorough, unified, up-to-date survey of electronics instrumentation, digital
and analog. Start with basic measurement theory, then master all mainstream
forms of electronic test equipment through real-world application examples. This
new edition is now fully updated for the latest technologies, with extensive new
coverage of digital oscilloscopes, power supplies, and more.

Antenna Theory
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course
syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for
individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may
need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
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purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access
code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to
purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from
sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a
previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- For
undergraduate introductory or survey courses in electrical engineering A clear
introduction to electrical engineering fundamentals Electrical Engineering:
Principles and Applications, 6e helps students learn electrical-engineering
fundamentals with minimal frustration. Its goals are to present basic concepts in a
general setting, to show students how the principles of electrical engineering apply
to specific problems in their own fields, and to enhance the overall learning
process. Circuit analysis, digital systems, electronics, and electromechanics are
covered. A wide variety of pedagogical features stimulate student interest and
engender awareness of the material's relevance to their chosen profession. NEW:
This edition is now available with MasteringEngineering, an innovative online
program created to emulate the instructor's office--hour environment, guiding
students through engineering concepts from Electrical Engineering with self-paced
individualized coaching. Note: If you are purchasing the standalone text or
electronic version, MasteringEngineering does not come automatically packaged
with the text. To purchase MasteringEngineering, please visit:
masteringengineering.com or you can purchase a package of the physical text +
MasteringEngineering by searching the Pearson Higher Education website.
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Mastering is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased when
required by an instructor.

Computational Intelligence in Data Mining - Volume 1
Soil Mechanics Fundamentals
This text examines applications and covers statics with an emphasis on the
dynamics of engineering electromagnetics. This edition features a new chapter on
electromagnetic principles for photonics, and sections on cylindrical metallic
waveguides and losses in waveguides and resonators.

Steel Design
The book proposes new technologies and discusses future solutions for design
infrastructure for ICT. The book contains high quality submissions presented at
Second International Conference on Information and Communication Technology
for Sustainable Development (ICT4SD - 2016) held at Goa, India during 1 - 2 July,
2016. The conference stimulates the cutting-edge research discussions among
many academic pioneering researchers, scientists, industrial engineers, and
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students from all around the world. The topics covered in this book also focus on
innovative issues at international level by bringing together the experts from
different countries.

Solutions Manual
Proceedings of the Mediterranean Conference on Information &
Communication Technologies 2015
As the growing demand for mobile communications is constantly increasing, the
need for better coverage, improved capacity, and higher transmission quality rises.
Thus, a more efficient use of the radio spectrum is required. Smart antenna
systems are capable of efficiently utilizing the radio spectrum and is a promise for
an effective solution to the present wireless systems’ problems while achieving
reliable and robust high-speed high-data-rate transmission. The purpose of this
book is to provide the reader a broad view of the system aspects of smart
antennas. In fact, smart antenna systems comprise several critical areas such as
individual antenna array design, signal processing algorithms, space-time
processing, wireless channel modeling and coding, and network performance. In
this book we include an overview of smart antenna concepts, introduce some of
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the areas that impact smart antennas, and examine the influence of interaction
and integration of these areas to Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks. In addition, the general
principles and major benefits of using space-time processing are introduced,
especially employing multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) techniques.

Fossil and Recent Biofilms
A four year Electrical and Electronic engineering curriculum normally contains two
modules of electromagnetic field theories during the first two years. However,
some curricula do not have enough slots to accommodate the two modules. This
book, Electromagnetic Field Theories, is designed for Electrical and Electronic
engineering undergraduate students to provide fundamental knowledge of
electromagnetic fields and waves in a structured manner. A comprehensive
fundamental knowledge of electric and magnetic fields is required to understand
the working principles of generators, motors and transformers. This knowledge is
also necessary to analyze transmission lines, substations, insulator flashover
mechanism, transient phenomena, etc. Recently, academics and researches are
working for sending electrical power to a remote area by designing a suitable
antenna. In this case, the knowledge of electromagnetic fields is considered as
important tool.
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Engineering Problem Solving with C++
An accessible, clear, concise, and contemporary course in geotechnical
engineering, this key text: strikes a balance between theory and practical
applications for an introductory course in soil mechanics keeps mechanics to a
minimum for the students to appreciate the background, assumptions and
limitations of the theories discusses implications of the key ideas to provide
students with an understanding of the context for their application gives a modern
explanation of soil behaviour is presented particularly in soil settlement and soil
strength offers substantial on-line resources to support teaching and learning

Radar Targets
The thoroughly revised and updated second edition of Ultra Wideband Signals and
Systems in Communication Engineering features new standards, developments
and applications. It addresses not only recent developments in UWB
communication systems, but also related IEEE standards such as IEEE 802.15
wireless personal area network (WPAN). Examples and problems are included in
each chapter to aid understanding. Enhanced with new chapters and several
sections including Standardization, advanced topics in UWB Communications and
more applications, this book is essential reading for senior undergraduates and
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postgraduate students interested in studying UWB. The emphasis on UWB
development for commercial consumer communications products means that any
communication engineer or manager cannot afford to be without it! New material
included in the second edition: Two new chapters covering new regulatory issues
for UWB systems and new systems such as ad-hoc and sensor networks, MAC
protocols and space-time coding for UWB systems IEEE proposals for channel
models and their specifications Interference and coexistence of UWB with other
systems UWB antennas and arrays, and new types of antennas for UWB systems
such as printed bow-tie antennas Coverage of new companies working on UWB
such as Artimi and UBISense UWB potential for use in medicine, including
cardiology, respiratory medicine, obstetrics and gynaecology, emergency room
and acute care, assistance for disabled people, and throat and vocals Companion
website features a solutions manual, Matlab programs and electronic versions of all
figures.

Antenna Theory and Design
This second edition comes from your suggestions for a more lively format, selflearning aids for students, and the need for applications and projects without being
distracted from EM Principles. Flexibility Choose the order, depth, and method of
reinforcing EM Principles—the PDF files on CD provide Optional Topics,
Applications, and Projects.Affordability Not only is this text priced below competing
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texts, but also the topics on CD (and downloadable to registered users) provide
material sufficient for a second term of study with no additional book for students
to buy.MATLAB This book takes full advantage of MATLAB's power to motivate and
reinforce EM Principles. No other EM books is better integrated with MATLAB. The
second edition is even richer and easier to incorporate into course use with the
new, self-paced MATLAB tutorials on the CD and available to registered users.

Communication Systems
Introduction to physical metallurgy
Engineering Electromagnetics
Applications of Computing, Automation and Wireless Systems
in Electrical Engineering
For upper-level Electrical Engineering introductory courses in RF Circuit Design and
analog integratedcircuits.This practical and comprehensive book introduces RF
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circuit design fundamentals with an emphasis on design methodologies. * Provides
MATLAB routines to carry out simple transmission line computations and allow the
graphical display of the resulting impedance behaviors as part of the Smith Chart.
* Allows students to implement these software tools on their own PC. All m-files will
be included on a bound in CD-ROM. * Presents RF Amplifier Designs, including
small and large signal designs, narrow versus broad band, low noise, and many
others. * Provides students with useful broad-based knowledge of common
amplifier designs used in the industry. * Discusses Matching Networks, such as T
and P matching networks and single and double stub matching. It also includes
Discrete and Microstrip Line matching techniques with computer simulations*
Presents Scattering parameterssuch as realistic listings of S-parameters for
transistors and transmission line. * Highlights practical use of S-parameters in
circuit design and performance evaluation. resistor, capacitor, and inductor
networks. It also includes simulations in MATLAB to provide graphical display of
circuit behavior and performance analysis. * Introduces the Smith Chart as a
design tool to monitor electric behavior of circuits. * Introduces the generic forms
of Oscillators and Mixers, including negative resistance condition, fixed-frequency,
and YIG-tuned designs. * Explains the most common oscillator designs used in
many RF systems. * Provides an overview of common filter types, including low,
high, bandpass, Butterworth, and Chebyshev filters. * Provides design tools to
enable students to develop a host of practically realizable filters. * Discusses the
high-frequency behavior of common circuit components, including the behavior of
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resistors, capacitors, and inductors. * Helps students understand the difference of
low versus high frequency responses. * Introduces the theory of distributed
parameters through a discussion on Transmission Lines. This includes line
parameters, sources and load terminations, and voltage and current waves.
circuits. * Analyzes active/passive RF circuits through various network description
models, especially the two-port network. This discussion also covers impedance,
admittance, ABCD, h-parameter networks, and interrelations. * Includes a number
of important pedagogical features--Intersperses examples throughout each
chapter, and includes self-written MATLAB routines and circuit simulations by a
commercial RF software package. * Assists students by clarifying and explaining
the theoretical developments.

Introduction to Languages and the Theory of Computation
Electromagnetic Field Theories for Engineering
Numerical Methods
Software Defined Radio makes wireless communications easier, more efficient, and
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more reliable. This book bridges the gap between academic research and practical
implementation. When beginning a project, practicing engineers, technical
managers, and graduate students can save countless hours by considering the
concepts presented in these pages. The author covers the myriad options and
trade-offs available when selecting an appropriate hardware architecture. As
demonstrated here, the choice between hardware- and software-centric
architecture can mean the difference between meeting an aggressive schedule
and bogging down in endless design iterations. Because of the author’s experience
overseeing dozens of failed and successful developments, he is able to present
many real-life examples. Some of the key concepts covered are: Choosing the right
architecture for the market – laboratory, military, or commercial, Hardware
platforms – FPGAs, GPPs, specialized and hybrid devices, Standardization efforts to
ensure interoperability and portabilitym State-of-the-art components for radio
frequency, mixed-signal, and baseband processing. The text requires only minimal
knowledge of wireless communications; whenever possible, qualitative arguments
are used instead of equations. An appendix provides a quick overview of wireless
communications and introduces most of the concepts the readers will need to take
advantage of the material. An essential introduction to SDR, this book is sure to be
an invaluable addition to any technical bookshelf.

Microstrip Antenna Design
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STEEL DESIGN covers the fundamentals of structural steel design with an emphasis
on the design of members and their connections, rather than the integrated design
of buildings. The book is designed so that instructors can easily teach LRFD, ASD,
or both, time-permitting. The application of fundamental principles is encouraged
for design procedures as well as for practical design, but a theoretical approach is
also provided to enhance student development. While the book is intended for
junior-and senior-level engineering students, some of the later chapters can be
used in graduate courses and practicing engineers will find this text to be an
essential reference tool for reviewing current practices. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Solutions Manual to Accompany Antenna Theory
This new edition specifically addresses the most recent and relevant developments
in the design and manufacture of OLED displays Provides knowledge of OLED
fundamentals and related technologies for applications such as displays and solid
state lighting along with processing and manufacturing technologies Serves as a
reference for people engaged in OLED research, manufacturing, applications and
marketing Includes coverage of white + color filter technology, which has become
industry standard technology for large televisions
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Electric Machinery and Transformers
Formal languages, automata, computability, and related matters form the major
part of the theory of computation. This textbook is designed for an introductory
course for computer science and computer engineering majors who have
knowledge of some higher-level programming language, the fundamentals of

Antennas and Propagation for Wireless Communication
Systems
The discipline of antenna theory has experienced vast technological changes. In
response, Constantine Balanis has updated his classic text, Antenna Theory,
offering the most recent look at all the necessary topics. New material includes
smart antennas and fractal antennas, along with the latest applications in wireless
communications. Multimedia material on an accompanying CD presents
PowerPoint viewgraphs of lecture notes, interactive review questions, Java
animations and applets, and MATLAB features. Like the previous editions, Antenna
Theory, Third Edition meets the needs of electrical engineering and physics
students at the senior undergraduate and beginning graduate levels, and those of
practicing engineers as well. It is a benchmark text for mastering the latest theory
in the subject, and for better understanding the technological applications. An
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Instructor's Manual presenting detailed solutions to all the problems in the book is
available from the Wiley editorial department.

An Introduction to Formal Languages and Automata
Analysis and Design of Transmitarray Antennas
MICROBIAL BIOFILMS: PROTECTIVE NICHES IN ANCIENT AND MODERN
GEOMICROBIOLOGY J. W. Costerton and Paul Stoodley Center for Biofilm
Engineering Montana State University As this book is published based on
discussions of a conference that was held in 2001, it may be useful to provide an
update on the most recent revelations about biofilms, so that this excellent
exposition of the contribution of microbial biofilms to geological processes may be
placed in a modem context. The importance of the contribution of microbial
biofilms to global processes is only now being appreciated as it is revealed that all
terrestrial surfaces are teeming with microbial life in the form of biofilm
communities. These communities live on soil particles, in rock fissures, marine and
river sediments and at the very extremes of terrestrial habitats from inside
Antarctic ice to the walls of deep sea hydrothermal vents. The contribution of these
biofilm communities generally went unrecognized because it was the water that
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was where microbiologists looked for life, not the surfaces, although, evidence of
the early association of microbes with surfaces was in fact present in the fossil
record (Rasmussen, 2000; Reysenbach, and Cady, 2001). It is also revealing that
biofilm formation is found in prokaryotes from the most deeply rooted branches of
the phylogenetic tree in both the Archaea and Bacteria kingdoms, the
Korarchaeota and Aquificales respectively (Jahnke et al. 2001; Reysenbach et al.
2000).

Fundamentals of Electromagnetics with MATLAB
This volume presents the first part of the proceedings of the Mediterranean
Conference on Information & Communication Technologies (MedICT 2015), which
was held at Saidia, Morocco during 7–9 May, 2015. MedICT provides an excellent
international forum to the researchers and practitioners from both academia as
well as industry to meet and share cutting-edge development. The conference has
also a special focus on enabling technologies for societal challenges, and seeks to
address multidisciplinary challenges in Information & Communication Technologies
such as health, demographic change, wellbeing, security and sustainability issues.
The proceedings publish high quality papers which are closely related to the
various theories, as well as emerging and practical applications of particular
interest to the ICT community. This first volume provides a compact yet broad view
of recent developments in devices, technologies and processing, and covers recent
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research areas in the field including Microwave Devices and Printed Antennas,
Advances in Optical and RF Devices and Applications, Signal Processing and
Information Theory, Wireless and Optical Technologies and Techniques, Computer
Vision, Optimization and Modeling in Wireless Communication Systems, Modeling,
Identification and Biomedical Signal Processing, Photovoltaic Cell & Systems, RF
Devices and Antennas for Wireless Applications, RFID, Ad Hoc and Networks Issues.

Introduction to Smart Antennas
This is an exciting revision of John Kraus' classic book Antennas, which has been
long known as the "Antenna Bible". A new co-author, Ronald Marhefka has joined
the author team for this revison. Many new, modern applications have been addedthus the title change to Antennas with All Applications. As well, the references
have been updated to include recent additons to the literature. Additionally, the
book has been reorganized to make it more user-friendly for both students and
professionals. The book now covers the fundamentals of various antennas and
concepts in the first half of the book and then gets into more details on those same
topics later in the book. This allows a one-semester course to just cover the
fundamentals if desired, and a professional to focus on advanced topics if he or
she wants.
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Implementing Software Defined Radio
Stutzman's 3rd edition of Antenna Theory and Design provides a more pedagogical
approach with a greater emphasis on computational methods. New features
include additional modern material to make the text more exciting and relevant to
practicing engineers; new chapters on systems, low-profile elements and base
station antennas; organizational changes to improve understanding; more details
to selected important topics such as microstrip antennas and arrays; and
expanded measurements topic.

Introduction to Electromagnetic Engineering
In recent years, transmitarray antennas have attracted growing interest with many
antenna researchers. Transmitarrays combines both optical and antenna array
theory, leading to a low profile design with high gain, high radiation efficiency, and
versatile radiation performance for many wireless communication systems. In this
book, comprehensive analysis, new methodologies, and novel designs of
transmitarray antennas are presented. Detailed analysis for the design of planar
space-fed array antennas is presented. The basics of aperture field distribution and
the analysis of the array elements are described. The radiation performances
(directivity and gain) are discussed using array theory approach, and the impacts
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of element phase errors are demonstrated. The performance of transmitarray
design using multilayer frequency selective surfaces (M-FSS) approach is carefully
studied, and the transmission phase limit which are generally independent from
the selection of a specific element shape is revealed. The maximum transmission
phase range is determined based on the number of layers, substrate permittivity,
and the separations between layers. In order to reduce the transmitarray design
complexity and cost, three different methods have been investigated. As a result,
one design is performed using quad-layer cross-slot elements with no dielectric
material and another using triple-layer spiral dipole elements. Both designs were
fabricated and tested at X-Band for deep space communications. Furthermore, the
radiation pattern characteristics were studied under different feed polarization
conditions and oblique angles of incident field from the feed. New design
methodologies are proposed to improve the bandwidth of transmitarray antennas
through the control of the transmission phase range of the elements. These design
techniques are validated through the fabrication and testing of two quad-layer
transmitarray antennas at Ku-band. A single-feed quad-beam transmitarray
antenna with 50 degrees elevation separation between the beams is investigated,
designed, fabricated, and tested at Ku-band. In summary, various challenges in the
analysis and design of transmitarray antennas are addressed in this book. New
methodologies to improve the bandwidth of transmitarray antennas have been
demonstrated. Several prototypes have been fabricated and tested, demonstrating
the desirable features and potential new applications of transmitarray antennas.
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Antennas and Radiowave Propagation
Based on circuit theory rather than on the classical force-relationship approach,
this text uses the theory of electric circuits to provide a system of experiments.
1958 edition.

Elements of Engineering Electromagnetics
Information and Communication Technology for Sustainable
Development
For this revision of their bestselling junior- and senior-level text, Guru and Hiziroglu
have incorporated eleven years of cutting-edge developments in the field since
Electric Machinery and Transformers was first published. Completely re-written, the
new Second Edition also incorporatessuggestions from students and instructors
who have used the First Edition, making it the best text available for junior- and
senior-level courses in electric machines. The new edition features a wealth of new
and improved problems and examples, designed to complement the authors'
overall goal ofencouraging intuitive reasoning rather than rote memorization of
material. Chapter 3, which presents the conversion of energy, now includes:
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analysis of magnetically coupled coils, induced emf in a coil rotating in a uniform
magnetic field, induced emf in a coil rotating in a time-varying magneticfield, and
the concept of the revolving field. All problems and examples have been rigorously
tested using Mathcad.

Antenna Theory
This book discusses key concepts, challenges and potential solutions in connection
with established and emerging topics in advanced computing, renewable energy
and network communications. Gathering edited papers presented at MARC 2018
on July 19, 2018, it will help researchers pursue and promote advanced research in
the fields of electrical engineering, communication, computing and manufacturing.

RF Circuit Design
Electrical Engineering
Engineering Electromagnetics
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The contributed volume aims to explicate and address the difficulties and
challenges for the seamless integration of two core disciplines of computer
science, i.e., computational intelligence and data mining. Data Mining aims at the
automatic discovery of underlying non-trivial knowledge from datasets by applying
intelligent analysis techniques. The interest in this research area has experienced
a considerable growth in the last years due to two key factors: (a) knowledge
hidden in organizations’ databases can be exploited to improve strategic and
managerial decision-making; (b) the large volume of data managed by
organizations makes it impossible to carry out a manual analysis. The book
addresses different methods and techniques of integration for enhancing the
overall goal of data mining. The book helps to disseminate the knowledge about
some innovative, active research directions in the field of data mining, machine
and computational intelligence, along with some current issues and applications of
related topics.

Soil Mechanics and Foundations
Introduction to Languages and the Theory of Computation is an introduction to the
theory of computation that emphasizes formal languages, automata and abstract
models of computation, and computability; it also includes an introduction to
computational complexity and NP-completeness. Through the study of these
topics, students encounter profound computational questions and are introduced
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to topics that will have an ongoing impact in computer science. Once students
have seen some of the many diverse technologies contributing to computer
science, they can also begin to appreciate the field as a coherent discipline. A
distinctive feature of this text is its gentle and gradual introduction of the
necessary mathematical tools in the context in which they are used. Martin takes
advantage of the clarity and precision of mathematical language but also provides
discussion and examples that make the language intelligible to those just learning
to read and speak it. The material is designed to be accessible to students who do
not have a strong background in discrete mathematics, but it is also appropriate
for students who have had some exposure to discrete math but whose skills in this
area need to be consolidated and sharpened.

Phased Array Antenna Handbook, Third Edition
Antennas and propagation are of fundamental importance to the coverage,
capacity and quality of all wireless communication systems. This book provides a
solid grounding in antennas and propagation, covering terrestrial and satellite
radio systems in both mobile and fixed contexts. Building on the highly successful
first edition, this fully updated text features significant new material and brand
new exercises and supplementary materials to support course tutors. A vital
source of information for practising and aspiring wireless communication engineers
as well as for students at postgraduate and senior undergraduate levels, this book
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provides a fundamental grounding in the principles of antennas and propagation
without excessive recourse to mathematics. It also equips the reader with practical
prediction techniques for the design and analysis of a very wide range of common
wireless communication systems. Including: Overview of the fundamental
electromagnetic principles underlying propagation and antennas. Basic concepts of
antennas and their application to specific wireless systems. Propagation
measurement, modelling and prediction for fixed links, macrocells, microcells,
picocells and megacells Narrowband and wideband channel modelling and the
effect of the channel on communication system performance. Methods that
overcome and transform channel impairments to enhance performance using
diversity, adaptive antennas and equalisers. Key second edition updates: New
chapters on Antennas for Mobile Systems and Channel Measurements for Mobile
Radio Systems. Coverage of new technologies, including MIMO antenna systems,
Ultra Wideband (UWB) and the OFDM technology used in Wi-Fi and WiMax systems.
Many new propagation models for macrocells, microcells and picocells. Fully
revised and expanded end-of-chapter exercises. The Solutions Manual can be
requested from http://www.wiley.com/go/saunders_antennas_2e

Antennas
The Latest Resource for the Study of Antenna Theory! In a discipline that has
experienced vast technological changes, this text offers the most recent look at all
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the necessary topics. Highlights include: * New coverage of microstrip antennas
provides information essential to a wide variety of practical designs of rectangular
and circular patches, including computer programs. * Applications of Fourier
transform (spectral) method to antenna radiation. * Updated material on moment
methods, radar cross section, mutual impedances, aperture and horn antennas,
compact range designs, and antenna measurements. A New Emphasis on Design!
Balanis features a tremendous increase in design procedures and equations. This
presents a solid solution to the challenge of meeting real-life situations faced by
engineers. Computer programs contained in the book-and accompanying softwarehave been developed to help engineers analyze, design, and visualize the radiation
characteristics of antennas.

OLED Display Fundamentals and Applications
This completely revised third edition of an Artech House classic, Phased Array
Antenna Handbook, Second Edition, offers an up-to-date and comprehensive
treatment of array antennas and systems. This edition provides a wealth of new
material, including expanded coverage of phased array and multiple beam
antennas. New modern machine learning techniques used for analysis are
included. Additional material on wideband antennas and wideband coverage in
array antennas are incorporated in this book, including new methods, devices, and
technologies that have developed since the second edition. A detailed treatment of
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antenna system noise, sections on antenna pattern synthesis, developments in
subarray technology, and in-depth coverage of array architecture and components
are additional new features of this book. The book explores design elements that
demonstrate how to size an array system with speed and confidence. Moreover,
this resource provides expanded coverage of systems aspects of arrays for radar
and communications. Supported with numerous equations and illustrations, this
practical book helps evaluate basic antenna parameters such as gain, sidelobe
levels, and noise. Readers learn how to compute antenna system noise, design
subarray geometries for given bandwidth, scan and sidelobe constraints, and
choose array illumination tapers for given sidelobe levels.

Ultra Wideband Signals and Systems in Communication
Engineering
Good,No Highlights,No Markup,all pages are intact, Slight Shelfwear,may have the
corners slightly dented, may have slight color changes/slightly damaged spine.
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